From the Iowa State Register, February 19, 1914:

PLAN S FORMING FOR COUNTY FAIR
Girls Will Present Second Johnson County Fair Saturday Evening March 8

The Y. W. C. A. is making preparations for a bigger county fair than ever this year. The date has been set for Saturday evening, March 8. Miss Daggett, superintendent of the county fair committee and assisted by Miss Una Hansen and Muriel Eshleman. The Y. W. C. A. is housing the fair but will be an all university affair.

Several of the patrons will help in the program while the staff, that circle will put on a platform show. There will be seasonal special features including a wrestling program. The mercy-go-round will be run and the shoot-the-chutes will feature amusement rides of the baseball game in the arena of the outdoor fair, and few will contend that they were wrong. It was clean-up, up and down the street, an occasional toy for the kids, at a matter of fact. The Hawkeyes played some creditable ball. It is in the first half when Gardner and Burnside fall into field goals and the game threatened to develop into a walk. This was followed by a period end ed 11 to 6. Edwards having made all of Cornellis petty from foul line.

By the way all as played in the days of the two-spot rule, Iowa made its advent in the second period, and from then on the finish the game though exciting enough, was not characterized by any display of skill whatsoever. Gardner, Maidson, Hall, and Edwards were ejected by Referee Rude, and Perry, and President of Iowa and Caroll of Cornell were removed by their coaches. The game was thus continued, with new ball but than an athlete knocked down and frequent shots from the foul line were taken and the band played the national anthem. The Hawkeyes were no doubt excited at the time and proved to be a grand success. The committee hopes to make a bigger fair this year than last and continue it annually.

VINCENT GIVES WARNING TO DELINQUENT JUNIORS
All Junior Pictures Must be in by Saturday February 22

The 1914 Hawkeye office has not received junior pictures from the missing list of juniors. If any of these listed have not had their pictures taken, they must see the photograpeher and see that one is sent to the office. Those who have had their pictures taken and expect to have them in the Hawkeye must have them taken immediately. Junior pictures will be accepted until 5 p.m. office by Saturday, February 22. Any not in by that time will not be published.


ACACIA PAYS HONOR TO NOTED MASON

Last evening the Acacia fraternity held a meeting in the масаu hall inviting two prominent Masons into the local chapter. George L. Schonower of Anamosa, an alumni of this university, was made an honorary member by the fraternity. The Washinton student was regularly initiated into the chapter.

Mr. Schonower is the secretary of the Mason and Masonic lodge of the state and is well known in Masonic circles in the United States. Nearby every Acacia chapter counts among its honorary members men who are known in various parts of the state. Iowa now claims Mr. Schonower, Roosevelt, McDonald, Mr. Enges, repre sentative of the University and Professor Asley. Nebraska boasts of the fact that William Jennings Bryan is a member of the Acacia fraternity. This week we are privileged to have our married president William Mc Kinley.

The regular mid-winter meeting of the Y. W. C. A. will be held this evening. Dr. Mary K. Healy will be present, taking for her subject, "The college is the goods that we have been looking for these years."
DING! DONG! DING! DING! DING! 
Last Call For 
The Chimes of Normandy 

The BOX OFFICE IS NOW OPEN AT THE EN- 
REATER. GET YOUR SEAT RESERV- 
ED AT ONCE THE CHIMES OF NORMANDY IS ONE OF 
THE WORLD'S MOST POPULAR COMIC OPERAS. 
THIS PRODUCTION—MUSIC, ACTING, COSTUMES— 
WILL DELIGHT YOU. A BIG CROWD IS ALREADY 
HERE. IT WOULD BE VERY SORRY IF YOU AREN'T 
THERE. YOU DON'T GET SUCH A CHANCE EVERY 
DAY.


Wednesday Evening is The time $1.00 each; No extra charge for reservation.

Get Hawkeye Groups made at 

LUSCOMBE'S 

We have a new black background that shows up in an artistic manner.


THEY ARE HERE 

Since you can't go to Florida or Texas, visit 

REICH'S PARLORS 

and indulge in one of those delicious fresh strawberry 

JUNE CHARTS

TO THE FACULTY 

Our aim is to serve 

You with the best meats seven 

days in the week. 

WATKINS & THAUREN 

The Sanitary Market—ill E. College St.


THE BURKLEY IMPERIAL 

Is thoroughly equipped to entertain small 
or large parties for special dinners and 

banquets. 

The best Banquet Room in the City
JUDGE WADE SPEAKS ON CAMPAIGN METHODS

ENTERTAINS POLITICAL SCI-
ENCE CLUB AT HIS HOME. MONDAY EVENING.

Gives Interesting Account of How a Presidential Campaign is Conducted was Twice Member of Demo-
nocratic National Committee.

The Political Science club en-
joyed one of its most Interesting and Informative meetings Monday night when in the person of Judge Wade, recently listened to a talk by the noted Democrat on how a presidential cam-
paign is carried on. Mr. Wade is a member of the Democratic National committee for two years, personally being in the campaigns of both 1919 and 1920. He was therefore in a good position to speak with authority on his subject. Personal memories, and well-timed jokes added to the interest of his talk.

Mr. Wade took up the organiza-
tion of the campaign and the meth-
ods of getting at the voter. He told of the great difficulty of getting in touch with the various. How the voter met the ballot, and the various methods em-
ployed to advertise the candidates and principles of the party. A large part of the national committee is the chairman who directs the general policy and methods of the cam-
paign. Then the committee is di-
vided into different bureaus each with its own special duties. There is the finance bureau which seeks to get the money; the education bureau, the pub-
licity bureau, the advertising bureau. The bureau is the advertising in the newspapers, the litera-
ture, newspaper, in charge of publishing of campaign literature. The organization, speakers, and other bureaus have responsibilities which demand careful attention. When the time

All this work has to be accom-
plished in the short period of ten weeks between the adoption of the national convention and the election day. In view of this fact, the democratic party, proposes to do as many things as possible. The party

Frank H. Crittenden, athletic di-
rector of Colorado university since 1918, has resigned to accept an ac-

solid geometry will no longer be

A. H. FETTING

Wisconsin. It has been

JUDGE WADE SPEAKS ON CAMPAIGN METHODS

This content is not fully legible and contains some distortion. The given text appears to be discussing political campaign methods and personal experiences related to the 1919 and 1920 presidential campaigns. It includes insights into the organization, methods of getting at the voter, and the division of the national committee into different bureaus with specific responsibilities. The text also briefly mentions the resignation of Frank H. Crittenden, the athletic director of Colorado University, and his acceptance of an as-yet-unspecified position.

The text is a complex mixture of political analysis and personal anecdotes, aiming to provide readers with a deeper understanding of the intricacies involved in presidential campaigns. It highlights the challenges faced by campaign managers in reaching voters and the strategic planning necessary for victory.

Given the fragmented nature of the text, a full transcription and detailed analysis would require additional context or clarification on specific points. However, the overall theme revolves around the strategies and dynamics of political campaigns, offering readers a glimpse into the behind-the-scenes work that goes into winning elections.

---

The text is a complex mixture of political analysis and personal anecdotes, aiming to provide readers with a deeper understanding of the intricacies involved in presidential campaigns. It includes insights into the organization, methods of getting at the voter, and the division of the national committee into different bureaus with specific responsibilities. The text also briefly mentions the resignation of Frank H. Crittenden, the athletic director of Colorado University, and his acceptance of an as-yet-unspecified position.

The text is a complex mixture of political analysis and personal anecdotes, aiming to provide readers with a deeper understanding of the intricacies involved in presidential campaigns. It includes insights into the organization, methods of getting at the voter, and the division of the national committee into different bureaus with specific responsibilities. The text also briefly mentions the resignation of Frank H. Crittenden, the athletic director of Colorado University, and his acceptance of an as-yet-unspecified position.
You know what excellent service you get in our ready to wear and furnishing goods department.

You'll find just this same kind of satisfaction in our tailoring section on the second floor. Woolens made in Scotland, Ireland, England and America, for the coming Spring Season are now on display.

Mr. Edmonds, who is in charge of this department, has spared no expense in securing the highest grade workmen to make the garments which he so thoroughly understands how to cut and fit.

Price on Business Suits from $36 to $48.

We specialize on Full Dress Suits, Sport Coats and Tuxedos.

Money cheerfully refunded.